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About This Content

NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF X-

PLANE 10!

There are only very few places on earth with such beautiful scenery in close proximity to an airport as it is with Stewart Airport
in British Columbia. At the end of the Portland Canal, almost on the border between the USA and Canada, there lies the town of

Stewart with a small, but well-known and popular airport. Tall and majestic mountains tower like walls on both sides of the
airport. Combine this complex terrain with bad weather, which usually is the case for most of the year in this region, each

approach and departure will be a real challenge.

The Scenery "CZST - Stewart" is up to date the most detailed add-on you can get for the "X-Plane 10" simulator. Discover these
details with their high-resolution textures, in a plane or a helicopter and enjoy.
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faithful replica of the real airport with HD buildings and pre-rendered ambient occlusion

the airport surroundings with handcrafted ground imagery and a resolution of 2cm per pixel

surrounding Photoscenery at a resolution of 50 cm per pixel covering an area of over 150 square kilometers

volumetric grass

hand placed 3D trees and other custom objects

precisely visualized town of Stewart, with every building modelled in 3ds MAX, the architecture of the buildings fits in
precisely with this location

dozens of hand placed POIs, such as the museum, schools, fire station, port, fuel station, hospital and many others
simulator

many species of HD trees and landscape with dense forest

hand edited Mesh of the whole area. Edited abnormalities in terrain elevation, perfected roads etc.
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Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Aerosoft - CZST Stewart
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Beti-X
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 12 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: with at least 512 MB of VRAM

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,German
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I would really like to recommend this game. It looks very promising from the few minutes I have been able to watch. However, I
have had it crash on me 3 times in a row. I restarted my machine, tried to restart Steam, etc. It goes for a minute or so and then
crashes with various errors.

I will update my review if, or when, I am able to watch the entire movie.. Amazing game and I am lucky as Amazon Prime Uk
have loads of there movies and I mean loads included if your signed up. So I am from the Uk and did miss out on the guys, but I
am now working my way through the movies and loving this game. This as said is a classic side scroller and its amazing, I loved
Street Of Rage 3 (played them all) and nice to get a retro arcade feel of a game like this. I am playing with a Arcade stick and
it's fantastic but I am sure a gamepad is just fine. I Highly recommend this game and check out there movies as you will
appriciate the game even more as I am. Great Job guys as It's nice to get these guys back on the map for the new generation or
anyone who missed them first time round.. I found this game faulty and lacking in fun. They may have fixed the faults but I
doubt they managed to make it fun. It took me 0,3 hours to realize this game needed emidiate refunding. Really enjoy theese
types of games but the design and dynamics were horrible. It has potential but i dont recomend anyone to buy this, yet.. I
recommend even if I only play 1 hour

but for now I will not play more. to much repetition

I was expecting to have the ability to develop more the taste of the wine like adding fruit or chocolat.

I love the minimalism setting. This game has alot of potentiel , I will keep a eye for update. Audience ❤
☑ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☐ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music ♬
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

☠ Difficulty ☠
☑ Easy
☐ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard
☐ Unfair

§ Bugs §
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing encountered
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☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☐ Boring
☑ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☑ Full price
☑ Wait for Sale
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Free. Wow. I like this game so much, I'd buy it for my friends. Ya know, if any of them actually had a vive.
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Avoid like the plague. Yet another Pay to Win mobile game disguised as a PC game. They reel you in for the first four ranks
with all these free gems and progress until you hit the dreaded paywall where the lootboxes (called crypts) dish out low level
garbage minions with the very low chance of decent ones (that you need multiples of to level up). Additionally besides that
paywall, you hit the "meat" paywall where you cant do any attacks without meat which, of course, you can pay for more or you
can add a bunch of "friends" to your list and hope they send you meat. This kind of garbage P2W game is ruining gaming and
until we as players stop paying for them, developers wil keep screwing us.. The scenery on this route is great... however the
rolling stock and scenarios are not.

For example, the P42 is actually just a reskin of the P32DC-AM, meaning that there are still features such as 3rd rail electrical
pickups present on the locomotive when in reality there are none. The paint on both the locomotives is lacking; the sounds on
both locos are not good, but can be replaced. The amfleet passenger cars have strechy couplers, and the wheels on the passenger
cars do not always appear to line up with the tracks. In the Dash 8, there is no way to toggle the ditch lights, or instrument lights
by using the keyboard alone. The headlight on the Dash 8 looks weird when viewed from the distance.

The scenarios do not seem very realistic. Once again, DTG has made you follow an extremely strict timetable for freight
scenarios. Also, in the first freight scenario, your train is routed on to a 15 mph siding for...no reason. No, I didn't change the
switch myself. In quick drive, if you try to drive south, your train will be facing north.

The scenery is the best that DTG has ever done. Alright, there isn't enough traffic on I-95, but that's okay. As a route alone, it is
fantastic, however I would've liked to see better rolling stock and scenarios included to take advantage of what there is to see..
Absolutely adore this game! So underrated and so much fun. If you like pikmin or RTS you will love this game. Boss battles are
all different and EPIC. Game is long and rewarding with different ways to achieve the end goal. This is an HD remake and the
game looks great. There are a few stutter moments with frame rate, but there will probably be a fix soon.. >Buying Werewolf
pack
>Get some friends to play with
>You're infected
>Kills one of my friends (he sees that it was a Werewolf and got revived)
>"Oh hey guys only Husky has the Werewolf infected"
>*20 secs fly by* Got shot and voted out

10\/10 Many Howls, Such Infected, Very Wow

Also bought to support the devs fantastic game!. have you had enough of beating soviets in soviet russia ?
now you can beat britains and americans in france .. .gg

9/10 would win again #Deutschland. Really nice performance (40 fps with zibo mod, more with default B737 in my PC, higher
than default scenery).

A good representation of the Genova enviroment (harbor, ships and city), but also of the Genova airport.

The only thing I miss is the PBR textures in some city buildings, some photoreal shoreline, and roads and railways from default
(not a blurred photoreal image).

Worth it. Excellent little game, atmospheric, great art style, fun and challenging.
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